Addendum Post-Vaccination Syndrome Therapy

Although this booklet on the Post-Vaccination Syndrome, diagnosis, treatment and prevention which first has been published in 1996 gives still valid information on vaccination damage, the treatment has evolved since to a more performing.

What changed the last ten years in the method of detoxification of vaccines is mainly the time schedule. The basic schedule of detoxification including the 4 potencies 30, 200 1M and 10M (or 30K, 200K, MK and XMK) has become a 4 weeks schedule, in which every potency is given twice. Moreover every potency is repeated as long as it gives reactions. This can result in courses that last for 2, 3 or more months. The principle is to erase all the information of the original toxic substance in the vital energy of the patient. When there is no reaction any more the information disappears. Complete eradication of the perturbing energy is necessary to get 100% healing. The old schedule of 4 days is too short and too quick to observe carefully the reactions and to achieve complete eradication of the toxic information. In the 4 days schedule aggravations are also difficult to handle. To be sure that the detoxification is 100% successful a control course can be given every other day, every potency twice. The whole course then lasts for 15 days if it provokes no reaction anymore.

To see more in detail how this way of detoxification is applied and how successful it is, also in other causations than vaccination, I advise to read my writings on autism (www.cease-autism.com).